MATTRESS CONSISTING OF SEVERAL LAYERS OF INSULATING MATERIAL, AND A METHOD AND TOOL FOR USE IN THE PRODUCTION OF SUCH A MATTRESS

A mattress consists of two outer layers of cotton material (3), under which there is provided two layers of plastic foam material (1), in that these four layers are sewn together with stitching (4) in such a manner that there are formed compartments or channels which can be filled with particles of synthetic material (2). Such a mattress is capable at one and the same time of dissipating moisture while keeping the body warm by insulation, while simultaneously influencing the body with an advantageous massaging effect which, among other things, prevents bedsores and the like.
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MATTRESS CONSISTING OF SEVERAL LAYERS OF INSULATING MATERIAL, AND A METHOD AND TOOL FOR USE IN THE PRODUCTION OF SUCH A MATTRESS.

The invention relates to a mattress consisting of several layers of insulating material, said mattress being divided up into compartments or channels.

Such mattresses are often used to increase the sleeping comfort, and it is also known that patients with back pains can derive great benefit from such mattresses which provide both a curing and/or an alleviating effect with regard to such ailments.

Several mattresses of this kind are already known. From the Danish patent no. 121 398, for example, there is known a pillow with a filling of small, rounded particles of plastic material and a soft covering of gauze-like material. The same patent also describes pillows with a filling of comminuted polystyrene foam. From the German publication no. 2 307 938 there is known a seating underlayer which consists of a filling material of balls of plastic foam or the like and a covering of nylon weave. A similar pillow is known from German publication no. 2 311 054, this having a covering of textile material.

These known mattresses all have one specific object. The object of the pillow according to the Danish patent no. 121 398 is thus to prevent bedsores by providing a massage effect. The seating underlayer according to the German publication no. 2 307 938 is described as having a heat-insulating effect and is used, for example, together with car seats.
Finally, the pillow according to the German publication no. 2 311 054, for reasons of its heat-insulating effect, is also intended for use with the object of preventing possible sufferings in connection with colds.

Each of these known constructions are excellently suited for fulfilling the appointed tasks, but are not expedient for daily use as sleeping underlayers. The reason is that in daily use there arise either problems of humidity, the lack of massage effect or problems with drying-out of the skin.

The object of the present invention is thus to provide a mattress which has the combined effect of holding the body at a suitable temperature without consumption of energy while allowing the sweat which is formed to be effectively ventilated away, and at the same time for said mattress to be capable of producing a massaging action.

This object is achieved according to the invention by the combination of:
An upper and a lower layer consisting of porous plastic foam material, a layer of insulating particles of synthetic material enclosed between these layers, and a covering of material surrounding the mattress.

The mattress according to the invention has proved to have an insulating effect without problems of humidity, so that the body is held at a suitable temperature. Moreover, the mattress distributes the pressure of the body against the underlayer in an exped-
ient manner, and the mattress according to the invention is therefore comfortable to lie on. The effect of the mattress is at the same time circulation-promoting and massaging on the body, which counteracts bedsores and other inconveniences connected with longer periods of sickbed care.

These advantageous effects can be assumed to lie in the fact that the combination of plastic foam layers and particles of synthetic material provides a suitable ventilation through the mattress itself, while still being suitably heat-insulating, so that the body is neither cooled nor overheated. Furthermore, the movement of the particles in relation to one another provide an expedient massaging action, this being further intensified by the dividing up into compartments.

If the particles of synthetic material are round, as presented in claim 2, the mattress achieved is easy to fill and comfortable to lie on.

As presented in claim 3, it can be expedient for the synthetic particles to be produced from polystyrol. The mattress is thus given good characteristics by means of a relatively cheap material.

As presented in claims 4 and 5, a mattress according to the invention can be characterized by the plastic foam material being polyester, and especially polyester having an impression strength of 145 N at 40% impression. This material has proved to have excellent ventilating and insulating properties, and at the same time to have good supporting characterist-
ics.

If the mattress has transverse channels, as presented in claim 6, it is easy to fill and the mattress can easily be rolled together.

Finally, the mattress has shown to be given good characteristics if the width of the channels in the pressed flat condition is approx. 10 cm and, as presented in claims 7 and 8, if the thickness of the plastic foam layers is at least 5 mm.

The invention also relates to a method of producing a mattress according to the invention, said method being characterized in that two layers of plastic foam material and two layers of covering material are sewn together in such a way that they form a mattress-like part with channels, each of which are provided with an opening, and that either individually or simultaneously the channels are filled with particles of synthetic material, said filling being effected from the bottom of the channels and progressively towards the channels' openings, after which the openings are sewn together to form the finished mattress.

This has proved to be a simple and expedient method which results in a good and uniform filling of all the mattress's channels.

If, as presented in claim 10, one fills the channels through one or more tubes, and during the filling the tubes are moved out of the channels from the bottom towards the opening, a very uniform and quick filling
is achieved in a simple manner.

Because of the friction between the synthetic filling and the tube, the filling can easily be statically charged, which results in irregular filling. As presented in claim 11, this can be avoided by adding an anti-static agent to the synthetic particles before the filling process.

The method according to the invention can be further characterized by the addition of a starch-containing powder to the synthetic particles, which has also proved to considerably reduce the problems with static electricity. As presented in claim 13, this powder can be potato flour.

Finally, the invention also relates to a tool for the execution of the method, said tool being characteristic in that it comprises one or more filling tubes having a length which at least corresponds to the depth of the channels to be filled.

By inserting such tubes down into the channels in the mattress to the bottom of said channels, and thereafter filling these with synthetic particles while withdrawing the tubes out of the channels, one can achieve a uniform and quick filling of the channels.

If the cross-section of the tubes is elongated, as presented in claim 15, a further uniform filling is achieved which is facilitated even more if the tubes are provided with a funnel as presented in claim 16.

If the tool is designed as presented in claim 17, an
easy dosing is achieved, and if the tubes are made of stainless steel, one can reduce the problem of static electricity while at the same time avoiding discolouring of the mattress by smudging from the tubes.

The invention will now be described in more detail with reference to the drawing, where

fig. 1 shows a section through a part of a mattress according to the invention,

fig. 2 shows a tool according to the invention, and

fig. 3 shows a section through the tool from fig. 2, seen in the direction of the arrows along the line III-III.

In fig. 1 can be seen a part of the mattress according to the invention. On the outside and on both sides the mattress has a covering 3 of a material which, from the point of view of expediency, can be cotton. Immediately under this layer of material there are provided two layers of porous plastic foam 1. It is expedient for these to consist of polyether, but other materials can also be envisaged. These four layers are sewn together at intervals with stitching 4, the result being long channels along the whole of the mattress's breadth. These channels are filled with particles of synthetic material 2 which, for example, can be balls of polystyrol, but also here other synthetic materials can be envisaged.

The mattress is filled with the balls by means of the
filling tool 6, 7. It is possible for several of such tools to be used simultaneously, each in their own channels. Each tool 6, 7 consists of a filling tube 6 having a length which corresponds approximately to that of the channels. Moreover, the tube 6 has an elongated cross-section. These tubes provide a good and uniform filling of the channels if the tube 6 is gradually withdrawn from the channel as the filling progresses.

Each tube is provided with a funnel-shaped part 7. If several tubes are used at the same time, the tubes can possibly be provided with a common funnel. The volume of the funnel-shaped part 7 can be dimensioned so that together with the volume of the tube 6, it corresponds to the volume of the amount of balls needed to fill each channel. It is expedient for the tube 6 to be made of stainless steel, in that other metals which have been tried have proved to sully the mattress when being withdrawn. Moreover, stainless steel is electrically conductive, which reduces the problems connected with static electricity. These problems can be further reduced by mixing the synthetic particles with potato flour before the filling is carried out.

It will be obvious that a mattress according to the invention can be formed in many different ways. For use as a roll mattress for a single person, the preferred embodiment is one in which the mattress measures approx. 80 cm in breadth, 190 cm in length and 3 cm in the thickness. Moreover, the preferred mattress has transverse channels which are approx. 10 cm wide in the pressed flat condition. The degree of
filling of the channels can be varied all depending on the degree of hardness that the finished mattress is desired to have.

The mattress according to the invention can be made of materials other than polystyrol and polyether, but this precise combination of materials has proved to give the mattress the desired characteristics.

It will be possible, of course, for anyone skilled in the art to use the tool according to the invention as a part of a more or less automated apparatus for the filling of the mattress.

Finally, it can be added that the part of an embodiment seen in the drawing is shown on a scale of 1:1.
CLAIMS

1. Mattress consisting of several layers of insulating material, said mattress being divided up into compartments or channels, characterized by a combination of:

1) an upper and a lower layer consisting of porous plastic foam material (1),

2) a layer of insulating synthetic particles (2) enclosed within the above-mentioned layers, and

3) a covering of material (3) which surrounds the mattress.

2. Mattress according to claim 1, characterized in that the synthetic particles (2) are round.

3. Mattress according to claim 1 or 2, characterized in that the synthetic particles (2) are made of polystyrol.

4. Mattress according to claim 1, 2 or 3, characterized in that the plastic foam material (1) is polyether.

5. Mattress according to claim 4, characterized in that the polyether plastic foam material has an impression strength of 145 N at 40% impression.

6. Mattress according to claim 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5,
characterized in that the mattress has transverse channels.

7. Mattress according to claim 6, characterized in that the breadth of the channels in the pressed flat condition is approx. 10 cm.

8. Mattress according to claim 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 or 7, characterized in that the thickness of the porous plastic foam layer (1) is at least 5 mm.

9. Method of producing a mattress according to the invention, characterized in that it comprises the following:

   a) the sewing together of two layers of plastic foam material (1) and two layers of covering material (3) in such a manner that the result is a mattress-like part with channels, each of which is provided with an opening,

   b) filling the channels either individually or simultaneously with synthetic particles (2), in that said filling is effected from the bottom of the channels and progressively towards the opening of said channels,

   c) the sewing together of the openings to form the finished mattress.

10. Method according to claim 9, characterized in that the channels are filled through one or more tubes, and that during the filling the tubes
are moved out of the channels from the bottom towards the opening.

11. Method according to claim 9 or 10, characterized in that the synthetic particles (2) are mixed with an anti-static agent before the filling process.

12. Method according to claim 9 or 10, characterized in that the synthetic particles are mixed with a starchy powder before the filling process.

13. Method according to claim 12, characterized in that the powder is potato flour.

14. Tool for filling of a mattress according to the invention with synthetic particles during the execution of the method, similarly according to the invention, characterized in that the tool comprises one or more filling tubes (6) which are of a length corresponding at least to the depth of the channels requiring to be filled.

15. Tool according to claim 14, characterized in that the filling tube (6) or tubes have an elongated cross-section.

16. Tool according to claim 14 or 15, characterized in that each of the filling tubes (6) is provided with a filling funnel (7) or the like.

17. Tool according to claim 16, characterized in that the inner volume of each tube (6)
and filling funnel (7) corresponds substantially to the volume of the amount of synthetic particles with which each channel is desired to be filled.

18. Tool according to claim 17, characterized in that each filling tube (6) is made of stainless steel.
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